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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: Arnos Grove
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 18 Sep 2010 11 AM
Duration of Visit: 3
Amount Paid: 210
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.sexiestangels.com
Phone: 07570303440

The Premises:

House located near the Arnos Grove underground station. About 5 min Walking distance from the
station. Large house in the middle of residential area and area is safe and inside the House and the
room is nice and clean and tidy.

The Lady:

Tina is nice and friendly Hungarian girl in her early twenties and very friendly and nice and lovely
with lovely attitude and personality. Very sweet girl

The Story:

I have visited this place many time and seen other ladies Sonja, Judy Jessica etc and every time I
go there, I always greeted by Tina and make cup of coffee for me and give me some chocolate and
always hug and cuddle me like a very little girl. Tina can speak good English, so we always having
conversations while I was waiting in the kitchen dining table and drinking coffee. One day she told
me that you have to see me, so I booked this appointment for three hours

This experience turned out to be very strange and wonderful in different ways. Tina is very nice
friendly lovely sweet girl with wonderful personality. She has very beautiful petite body and lovely
smile and beautiful sweet face.

Because of some reason that I always thinking like her a little girl due that fact that the way her
interact with me, so, I could not see the situation in sexual manner, so we spent about 30 minutes
just cuddling and chatting. So we got out of the bedroom and move to kitchen and have some
coffee and biscuits and chatting and as always she cuddles and hugs like a little girl with
enthusiasm of five year old and keep holding on with very tight hugs. Tina offered to refund the
money, but I said keep it as a gift.

If I met her at first time then I may engage on sexual activities, but in this scenario that knowing her
beforehand, it was very different.

Tina said that she does all sort of kinky activities such as anal, water sport etc
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Tina has profile on that site as well. Her photos on the web site are of hers. If you need more
information, email me. In this house, there are mature Ladies/Young girls works.

I recommend Tina on her personality and friendliness. Check this FR for more details (FR 100150)
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